There will be art made by local and international artists exhibited throughout the neighbourhood alongside the following performances.

**TUESDAY**
15 DECEMBER
11 - 6pm: “LITTLE BY LITTLE…”
Ti Moun workshop (Lakou Eugene)
12pm: MUSEUM OF TRANCE Launch
3pm: ANDRÉ BRETON
Lecture (PGPH Bureau)
5pm: CHALOSKA MANIFESTO
Performance (Lakou Eugene)

**WEDNESDAY**
16 DECEMBER
11 - 6pm: “LITTLE BY LITTLE…”
Ti Moun workshop (Lakou Eugene)
3pm: ANDRÉ BRETON
Lecture (PGPH Bureau)
4pm: KOMBATON Performance
6pm: FILM SCREENINGS
(Lakou Kombatan)

**THURSDAY**
17 DECEMBER
11 - 4pm: PAIN PATATE
Performance (Lakou Syndia)
12pm: LAKOU FREELANCE
Installation (Lakou Eugene)
3pm: ANDRÉ BRETON
Lecture (PGPH Bureau)
4pm: MIRROR, REVERSE I
Parade ending at Lakou Eugene
5pm: JERMAINE DUPRI PLAYLIST
Performance (Lakou Cliff)
6pm: HALKA/HAITI 18°48’05”N
72°23’01”W Film (Lakou Kombatan)
7.30pm: TI FET MARYONET
Puppet show (Lakou Eugene)
8pm: TRANCEPERIMENT
Grand Rue Rave, (Radyo Shak)

**FRIDAY**
18 DECEMBER
OPENING 4th Ghetto Biennale 2015: Kreyòl, Vodou and the Lakou: forms of resistance
9am: RA RA OPENING PROCESSION
from the Oloffson to Lakou Eugene with all participating artists.
11am: CONVERSING IN ART
Sound installation (Lakou Jocelyn)
11 - 6pm: “LITTLE BY LITTLE…”
Ti Moun workshop (Lakou Eugene)
12 - 5pm: MUSEUM OF TRANCE
(Lakou Papa Da)
2pm: MINISTER OF CULTURE
Opening Presentation
3pm: ANDRÉ BRETON
Lecture (PGPH Bureau)
4pm: GERMAN VINOGRADOV
Screening (Lakou Kokote)
5pm: THE LIBERATION OF BOUKI
(Lakou Twoket)
6pm: CHITA TANN (Lakou Twoket)
7pm: SUN RA RA (Lakou Twoket)
9pm: CONCRETE ART MILITIA #1
(Lakou Eugene)

Wednesday film screenings include:
THE REFLEKTOR TAPES  Arcade Fire
HAITI BRIDE  Yao Ramesar

**SATURDAY**
19 DECEMBER
11 - 4pm: PAIN PATATE
Performance (Lakou Syndia)
2pm: PRESENCE THROUGH
ABSENCE Photography talk (Lakou Eugene)
3pm: ANDRÉ BRETON
Lecture (PGPH Bureau)
4pm: A SCRIPT OF DESIRE
Workshop/perform. (Lakou Claude)
5pm: RA RA BAND PROCESSION
(Grand Rue to Lakou Twoket)
5.30pm: THE LANGUAGE OF VODOU
Performance (Lakou Twoket)
6.30pm: VODOU SLAM
Performance (Lakou Twoket)
7pm: ACTIVATING PETWO’S KINESTHETIC IMAGINATION
Dance (Lakou Twoket)
8pm: ALL ARTISTS REUNITE
Performance (Radyo Shak)
8.15pm: JERMAINE DUPRI TROOP
Performance (Radyo Shak)
8.30pm: CLAUDE SAINTILUS
Performance (Radyo Shak)
10pm: RAM
Performance (Radyo Shak)

**SUNDAY**
20 DECEMBER
1pm: CONGRESS (Lakou Eugene)
6pm: LAKOU A TOMBE
Performance (Lakou Eugene)
8.30pm: PEACE WITHIN VODOU
Performance (Lakou Claude)